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Alcohol and the Developing
Fetus
● Alcohol is a teratogen that enters through the
placenta (Brown, Conner, & Adler, 2012)
● Reuptake of amniotic ﬂuid allows the
blood-alcohol level to remain high for longer
(Nash & Davies, 2017)

● The 2nd through 8th weeks are particularly
critical due to Central Nervous System (CNS)
development and DNA synthesis occurring
(Brown et al., 2012; Kolb, Whishaw, & Teskey, 2019)

Prenatal Development
1st Trimester - heart; digestive and nervous system; back and spinal cord;
lungs; brain; formation of arms, legs, ﬁngers, hands, and face; muscles and
bones; stomach
● 2nd Trimester - hears; bones get bigger/stronger; hair; ﬁngernails; toenails;
teeth under gums; brain continues to develop; arms/legs get longer; thin skin
with ﬁne hairs and wax; eyelashes; eyebrows; ﬁngerprints and footprints form
● 3rd Trimester - organs function mostly on their own; fat under skin; skin
thickens; knows voice of caregiver; opens eyes; lungs fully developed; brain
continues to develop; antibodies passed from mom to baby; reﬂexes learned;
grasps own hands; gets stronger, bigger, and positioned for birth (Saskatchewan
●

Prevention Institute, n.d.)

Prevalence of FASD
● PAE can cause Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) with both
neurocognitive and neurobehavioral impairments due to CNS damage
(Brown et al., 2012; CanFASD, 2019; Nash & Davies, 2017; Popova et al., 2015; Support Network,
2017).

● 4% or 1.4 million Canadians and at least 1% of individuals in
Saskatchewan have FASD (CanFASD, 2019; Support Network, 2017).
● Approximately 50% of adult and 80% of adolescent pregnancies are
unplanned; only 9.4% of adults and 13.4% of adolescents drink while
pregnant with reductions in each trimester (Nash & Davies, 2017)

Factors
● PAE has lifelong impacts regardless of diagnosis
● Studying PAE can be complicated as it is hard to get speciﬁc
information about the amount, frequency, and developmental
time of use
● Comorbid conditions and other substances used prenatally can
further complicate research (Lebel, Roussotte, & Sowell, 2011; Moore et al.,
2017)

Anatomical and Physiological
Abnormalities
● Microcephaly
● Reduced white and gray matter
volumes
● Malformations in the frontal, parietal,
and temporal lobes
● Abnormalities of the corpus callosum
(CC)
● Neural loss and communication issues

Anatomical Abnormalities:
Microcephaly
● Reduced head and brain size and volume (Chen
et al, n.d.; Fryer et al., 2012; Lebel et al., 2011; Nash & Davies,
2017; Stephen et al., 2012)

● Can lead to impairments such as
developmental delays, seizures, intellectual
disability, hearing and vision problems, and
issues with movement and balance (CDC, 2018)

Anatomical Abnormalities:
Reduced White and Gray Matter
● Even after accounting for microcephaly, there
are reduced white and gray matter volumes
(Lebel et al., 2011)

● Gray matter regions: thalamus, amygdala,
caudate, hippocampus, basal ganglia, and
pallidum are smaller (Fryer et al., 2012; Lebel et al., 2011;
Sharma & Hill, 2017)

● White matter is reduced in the parietal lobe
and cerebral cortex (Chen et al., n.d.)

Anatomical Abnormalities:
Frontal Lobe
● Less volume of total white and gray
matter
● Reduced gyriﬁcation - cortical folding
of the brain to create sulci and gyri to
promote neuron connections and
eﬃciency
● Abnormal cortical thickness

Anatomical Abnormalities:
Parietal Lobe
● Less white and gray matter and volume due
to narrowness of the lobes
● Thicker cortices, smaller fusiform gyrus,
reduced temporal asymmetry, and
displacement of inferior parietal and
temporal regions (Lebel et al., 2011)
● Reduced gyriﬁcation
● Abnormalities related to high-order math
diﬃculties (Moore et al., 2017)

Anatomical Abnormalities:
Temporal Lobe
● Less white and gray matter and volume due to
narrowness of the lobes
● Thicker cortices, smaller fusiform gyrus, reduced
temporal asymmetry, and displacement of
inferior parietal and temporal regions (Lebel et al.,
2011)

● Reduced gyriﬁcation
● Spelling diﬃculties were a result of
abnormalities in the temporal lobe (Moore et al., 2017)

Anatomical and Physiological
Abnormalities: Corpus Callosum
● Shape abnormalities and location
displacement of 7mm (Lebel et al., 2011; Sowell et
al., 2011)

● Complete or partial agenesis may occur
(Eckstrand et al., 2012; Jacobson et al., 2017; Sowell et al.,
2001; Stephen et al., 2012)

● Colossal thinning (Lebel et al., 2011)
● Smaller volume, area, and length
● White matter microstructural/frontostriatal
connectivity issues (Donald et al., 2016)

Anatomical and Physiological
Abnormalities: Corpus Callosum

Physiological Abnormalities:
Neural Loss and Communication
● Cellular alterations and neural loss can occur (Chen et al., n.d.; Eckstrand
et al., 2012)

● Abnormal cell growth and division (Nash & Davies, 2017)
● Alcohol disrupts cell migration from the production to end sites,
impacting communication (Chen et al., n.d.)
● Cell migration disruptions occur due to agenesis, poor myelination,
poor axonal integrity, or thinning, complicating transmission to
dendrites in the cortex, hippocampus, and other important brain
structures (Jacobson et al., 2017; Migliorini et al., 2015)

Conclusion
● The neurocognitive and
neurobehavioral impairments verbal learning, executive
functioning, social deﬁcits,
cognitive and memory
challenges, motor delays, etc. are a result of CNS damage
● Support is essential!
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